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Long-Term Growth Potential For Maghreb
Insurers Increases The Need For Risk
Management Under Tough Economic
Conditions
The insurance markets in the Maghreb region--Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia--share long-term growth potential, in

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' opinion. We think these markets are likely to advance on the back of mounting

needs for life and savings products, and demand for personal lines of business, like home property and health, which

remain either untapped or underdeveloped. In addition, developing infrastructure and government efforts to increase

insurance penetration are likely to support premium volumes in the coming years.

Growth potential varies among the three markets, however, given their differing economic prospects, maturity,

business mix, and comprehensiveness of distribution channels. We consider that challenging economic conditions,

stiffening competition, and volatile investment markets accentuate the need for tightened risk management practices

for those players who seek healthy long-term growth.

Overview

• Low insurance penetration and increasing demand for life, health, and personal and commercial business lines should set the

stage for Maghreb insurers' premium volume growth.

• The varying degrees of maturity in the region's investment markets are shaping distinct earnings profiles for insurers.

• Financial market volatility, the current weak economies, and intensifying competition could put regional insurers' operating

performance stability at risk, underscoring the need for enhanced risk management abilities.

In Algeria, where the business mix is largely oriented toward property/casualty (P/C), motor business is likely to

remain the main growth catalyst, followed by industrial risks. Nascent life and protection business should also

witness growth, in our opinion. Morocco shows good growth potential in most business lines, ahead of government

insurance generalization programs, and despite the higher maturity of life business versus its Maghreb neighbors.

Insurers in Tunisia, meanwhile, are likely to face more limited growth prospects over the next few years owing to

the currently sluggish economy, although we believe insurance premium growth should outpace economic growth

over the long term.

We view Maghreb insurers' underwriting earning profiles as still highly concentrated on motor and to a lesser extent

on industrial lines. Although the contribution of life business to operating earnings is likely to remain subdued

compared with that of P/C lines, we expect it to increase as life gains growth momentum, particularly in Morocco.

Maghreb insurers' investment earnings are likely to trend downward in the coming years, in our view, due to

increased financial market volatility and lower interest rates. Investment earnings have positively complemented

technical results, historically, particularly for Moroccan and Tunisian insurers. Investment results typically represent
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the largest share of Moroccan insurers' earnings, given the country's more mature investment markets, especially in

equities. By contrast, in Algeria, technical earnings are the main earnings contributor, as players mostly invest in

treasury bonds and notes.

We believe that insurers' capital positions and capital needs differ from one market to another, and largely reflect

differing investment profiles. Still, under Standard & Poor's risk-based framework, asset-related risks, and

particularly market risk, are likely to represent the largest capital consumers for insurers in the three Maghreb

markets. We believe that Moroccan insurers are, on average, more exposed to market risk, given their high holdings

of local equities. In Tunisia, exposure to equities is high although lower than in Morocco. Credit risk is a strong

capital consumer in all three markets, given insurers' high shares of local bond holdings.

Our recent downgrade of Tunisia (Republic of Tunisia, BB/Stable/B) leads to increased credit risk charges in our

risk-adjusted capital adequacy framework, which in turn decreases insurers' capital buffers in general in Tunisia.

(See "Tunisia Foreign And Local Currency Ratings Lowered To 'BB/B' On Weaker Economic Indicators; Outlook

Stable," published May 25, 2012, on RatingsDirect on the Global Credit Portal.)

Capital charges for Algerian insurers mostly stem from property assets and credit and counterparty risk. Exposure to

market risk is generally low given these insurers' limited equity holdings. In turn, they likely have comfortable

capital buffers on average under our risk-adjusted framework.

We believe that insurers in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia generally still have work to do to bring their risk

management practices to levels commensurate with their growth prospects, as they continue their efforts, alongside

regulators, to strengthen the discipline of the insurance sector. In our opinion, volatile investment markets,

particularly in Tunisia and Morocco, and difficult economic prospects could complicate insurers' progress. Insurers

will likely have to move quickly to meet mounting demand as they adapt their product offerings, enhance

transparency toward policyholders and other stakeholders, and implement reinforced risk management practices.

Maghreb insurers' efforts to improve their risk management practices are likely to gain further momentum, in our

opinion, as volumes grow, and products offered and risks assumed become more diverse. In addition, risk

management practices are likely to increasingly come under the spotlight, because the Algerian, Moroccan, and

Tunisian insurance industries are contemplating the adoption of risk-adjusted solvency frameworks in the coming

years, according to our understanding. A move along these lines is likely to lead to healthier growth, and influence

insurers' investment strategies while helping to improve their operating performances.

Insurers That Standard & Poor's Rates In The Maghreb

Our coverage of the insurance sector in the Maghreb includes:

• Moroccan reinsurer Societe Centrale de Reassurance (SCR; BBB/Stable/--). SCR is state-backed and we consider it

to be a government-related entity (GRE). According to our criteria for GREs, we equalize our long-term rating on

SCR with the long-term local currency rating on the Kingdom of Morocco (foreign currency BBB-/Stable/A-3,

local currency BBB/Stable/A-2), reflecting our opinion that the likelihood of timely and sufficient extraordinary

government support to SCR is "almost certain" in the event of financial distress.

• Tunisia-based insurer Compagnie d'Assurances et de Reassurances Tuniso-Europeenne (CARTE; BB/Stable/--).

We recently lowered the long-term ratings on CARTE following the downgrade of Tunisia, owing to the
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concentration of CARTE's businesses and investments on Tunisia (see "Tunisia Foreign And Local Currency

Ratings Lowered To 'BB/B' On Weaker Economic Indicators; Outlook Stable").

Market Profile: Differing Stages Of Maturity And Contrasting Financial,
Operating, And Regulatory Environments

Motor remains the largest business line in the Maghreb and should continue to dominate as the number of registered

vehicles rises. The region currently averages between seven and 15 vehicles for every 100 inhabitants (source: World

Bank). Furthermore, only third-party liability related to car insurance is compulsory. Industrial lines are the second

largest business lines, particularly in Algeria and Tunisia. Life insurance has been a growth catalyst, on the back of

expanding needs for savings and health products, and the introduction of bancassurance, particularly in Morocco

(see chart 1).

Chart 1

The three insurance markets present disparities in terms of concentration. Morocco and Algeria are the most

concentrated (see chart 2).
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Chart 2

Algeria: 16 insurers and one reinsurer

Privately owned and mutual insurers are progressively gaining market share, representing 33% of GWP and 94% of

new business in 2010. Foreign players continue to show interest in the Algerian market. For instance, France-based

AXA (AA-/Negative/--), MACIF (not rated), and BNP Paribas (AA-/Negative/A-1) have interests and partnerships in

local insurers.

Distribution channels are mostly geared toward direct sales and tied agents, while broker distribution remains

limited to 5% of gross premiums, owing to government restrictions. We view distribution capabilities as less mature

than in neighboring countries, with a lower density of agents per capita. The increase of privately owned players,

mostly distributing via agency networks, will boost the number of agents in the upcoming years, in our view. The

three dominant state-owned insurers and major state-owned banks forged the first bancassurance deals in 2008,

rapidly followed by privately-owned insurers.

Algerian regulators are introducing a new accounting framework for insurers, while enhancing solvency

requirements, and separating life and non-life activities, which should foster increasing transparency and better risk

management.

However, the market features one of the highest levels of state intervention in the region. State owned insurers still

dominate. Furthermore, a new law in 2010 increased compulsory legal cessions to state-owned reinsurer Compagnie
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Centrale de Reassurance (CCR, not rated) to 50% of premiums from 5%-10% previously.

Morocco: 16 insurers and one reinsurer

The market has witnessed major consolidation since 2006, as a result of reinforced supervision. It is also

concentrated, with the five biggest companies generating more than 70% of total premiums. A number of French

insurance and banking groups already have well established operating subsidiaries in Morocco; such as AXA and

Societe Generale (A/Stable/A-1). The Credit Mutuel banking group also has a 20% stake in Morocco's leading

insurer RMA Watanya.

Based on intermediaries per inhabitant, excluding bancassurance, Morocco's number of agents and brokers remains

low, at 40 per one million inhabitants, compared with more than 80 per one million inhabitants in Tunisia), and is

highly concentrated around the main cities of Casablanca and Rabat. In light of the market's high growth prospects,

we expect the number of agents to climb. The already well-developed bancassurance channel should be able to favor

development of life products.

The Moroccan government is showing interest in developing the insurance sector, as evidenced by the introduction

in 2011 of its "contrat programme" initiative. The program introduces compulsory natural catastrophe risk

coverage, multiple targets for insurance penetration in property insurance and health, and specific targets for

personal and commercial lines, and salaried and independent workers. The program also encompasses fiscal

incentives that are likely to promote demand for long-term savings products in life business.

Tunisia: 18 insurers and one reinsurer

The market is more fragmented than in Algeria and Morocco, with the top five insurers making up around 55% of

market volumes. Some foreign groups currently hold stakes in Tunisian insurance companies, notably France's

Groupama S.A. (BBB-/Watch Neg/--) in STAR and Italy-based Assicurazioni Generali SpA (A/Stable/--) in

Maghrebia Vie.

Tunisia has the most mature distribution capabilities, in our view, with more than 80 intermediaries per one million

inhabitants (excluding bancassurance), the highest number in the region. Moreover, the growing number of

bancassurance channels supports the development of life business.

The regulator has also implemented recent measures, including raising capital requirements, increasing mandatory

insurance, and adding incentives for takaful insurance companies (see "Glossary Of Islamic Finance Terms,"

published Jan. 7, 2008). We understand that Tunisian authorities intend to roll out fresh initiatives, including

further increases in mandatory coverage and the harmonization of local accounting and solvency standards.

Competitive Position: Low Penetration And Mounting Demand Will Provide
Impetus For Growth

We believe that advances in insurance premiums will likely outpace regional GDP growth owing to the currently

very low penetration rates. We see various factors fueling the potential expansion, following the growth in recent

years (see chart 3):

• The development of infrastructures and real estate, which will accompany growth of industrial business lines;

• Individuals and enterprises that are unequipped in terms of insurance coverage, coupled with the need for many

personal lines of business, which are still underdeveloped or untapped (like home property, savings, and accident
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and health);

• Governments' efforts to develop the sector and establish compulsory lines of business; and

• Increased insurance sector discipline and positive advances in regulation, which are translating into improving

market surveillance, harmonized legislative frameworks, and more transparent reporting.

Still, we believe that the three markets might confront some hurdles in coming years, such as:

• Challenging economic conditions, particularly in Tunisia;

• Increasing competition among players;

• Volatile investment markets that could slow insurance volumes growth in the coming years

• Europe's weak economies, which could dampen the Maghreb's economic prospects. The European Union is the

region's largest trading partner and accounted for 56% of its total exports in 2010; and

• Banks' likely mounting funding and liquidity needs, particularly in Morocco and Tunisia. These might curb the

development of bancassurance sales, with banks preferring to distribute bank liquidity products instead of

insurance savings contracts.

Chart 3

Algeria: Still largely unexploited potential

We see high growth in Algeria's insurance market, given its 2010 premium volumes of Algerian dinar (DZD) 81.7

billion (€821 million), minimal insurance penetration at 0.8% of GDP, and still low premiums per capita at €22.9 in
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2010 (see table 1). Many personal lines of business, such as home property and life remain either underdeveloped or

untapped, leaving ample room for volume jumps in coming years. We also believe that the pick up of state-financed

infrastructure projects will lift insurance demand for industrial risks (these currently account for around one-third of

GWP in the Algerian market). In addition, the development of private insurance companies also is likely to fuel

growth, in our view.

Table 1

Algeria: Competitive Landscape Statistics

(Bil. DZD) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Nominal GDP 8,464 9,306 10,994 10,136 11,768

Nominal GDP (% change year-on-year) 12.2 10.0 18.1 (7.8) 16.1

Money market rate 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Consumer price index (% at yearend) 4.4 3.9 5.5 5.8 2.7

Population (million) 33.4 33.9 34.4 34.9 35.4

Total gross written premiums 46.5 53.6 67.6 77.3 81.7

of which: Life 2.7 3.5 5.1 5.8 7.0

of which: P/C 43.8 50.2 62.1 71.5 74.7

Insurance penetration rate (%) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8

Insurance premiums per capita (DZD) 1,393 1,582 1,966 2,216 2,280

DZD--Algerian dinar. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Institute of International Finance, Algerian Finance Ministry (Direction des Assurances).

The market has grown strongly in recent years, with premiums increasing by 7.0% in 2011, 5.7% in 2010, and

14.3% in 2009, after a 26.1% advance in 2008. We think total premiums will grow in the high-single-digit range

over the next two years. We expect increasing demand for optional coverage in motor to be the main growth engine.

Optional motor coverage increased by 10% in 2011 to around 81% of total motor premiums, with compulsory

third-party liability accounting for the remainder. The increasing number of vehicles will also boost growth, in our

opinion. Property, which makes up 25% of P/C, will likely remain a good contributor despite the slowdown in

state-financed projects.

Life and savings are likely to remain at around 10% of total premiums over the two coming years. The still limited,

albeit increasing weight of life business reflects underdeveloped specialized networks, such as bancassurance, and

limited product offerings. Evolving regulation around separation of life activities has also been slowing growth,

although this should set grounds for developing life business know-how in the future.

Morocco: Room for growth remains

Morocco is the second largest market in Africa, in addition to its prominent position in the Arab world. The sector

registered total premiums of Moroccan dirham (MAD) 21.7 billion (€1.96 billion) in 2010, and has the highest

insurance penetration and premiums per capita in the Maghreb (respectively at 2.8% and €60.4 in 2010) (see table

2). The key growth drivers will be, in our view, life and property, given the benign tax environment for life and the

likely introduction of compulsory property coverage. We also view growth stemming from industrial risks as the

government continues investing in large infrastructure projects and Morocco's exporting industries continue to

develop.
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Table 2

Morocco: Competitive Landscape Statistics

(Bil. MAD) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Nominal GDP 577.3 616.3 688.8 736.2 779.1

Nominal GDP (% change year-on-year) 9.4 6.7 11.8 6.9 5.8

Money market rate 2.6 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3

Consumer price index (% at yearend) 3.3 2.0 4.2 (1.5) 2.2

Population (million) 30.9 31.2 31.6 32.0 32.4

Total gross written premiums 14.7 17.7 19.7 20.9 21.7

of which: Life 4.1 5.9 6.6 6.7 6.6

of which: P/C 10.6 11.8 13.2 14.2 15.1

Insurance penetration rate (%) 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8

Insurance premiums per capita (MAD) 477.6 566.0 625.1 651.9 671.6

MAD--Moroccan dirham. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Institute of International Finance, Moroccan Ministry of Economics and Finance (Direction

des assurances et de la prévoyance sociale).

The market has posted strong premium growth of 10.7%, on average, over the past five years. Premium growth

slowed to a modest 3.9% in 2010, though, reflecting a decrease in life business mainly owing to lower savings

product sales, due to competition from banking products. Growth took off once again in 2011, with a sound 16%

advance in life insurance sustaining overall growth of 9.2% year on year.

We expect premiums to grow at a high-single-digit rate annually in the next few years. The state-backed "contrat

programme" is likely to fuel growth by introducing compulsory lines. In the savings business, we think the

introduction of fiscal advantages will continue to encourage long-term savings. However, growth in life business

depends on banks' strategies, as they may favor banking deposits over life savings under certain circumstances. This

was the case in 2008 and 2009, when the Moroccan banking sector experienced a tightening in funding (meaning

that lending grew at a faster pace than deposits) and sales of life products via bancassurance channels consequently

dipped.

Tunisia: Tough economic conditions might put the brakes on growth, but long-term growth prospects

remain

We believe that demand for insurance in Tunisia is set to increase in the longer term, but the current economic

slowdown and slower-than-expected recovery might curb growth, at least in 2012. Nevertheless, we believe the

insurance sector's GWP resisted well under the already sluggish environment in 2011, registering a growth rate

between 2% and 5% and consequently outperforming the 1.8% GDP decline in real terms. The insurance sector

was less correlated to the overall dampening economy than tourism or manufacturing, owing to the low, albeit

increasing, insurance penetration rate.

Total premium income in 2010 stood at Tunisian dinar (TND) 1.1 billion (see table 3). Like its Maghreb neighbors,

the Tunisian insurance market reported solid growth over the past three years, with premium volumes up 9.1% in

2010, 6.4% in 2009, and 9.6% in 2008. Likewise, the insurance penetration rate and average premiums per capita

also remain low at 1.8% and €55, respectively, in 2010.
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Table 3

Tunisia: Competitive Landscape Statistics

(Bil. TND) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Nominal GDP 45.8 49.9 55.2 58.8 63.4

Nominal GDP (% change year-on-year) 9.3 9.0 10.8 6.4 7.8

Money market rate 5.1 5.2 5.2 4.3 4.4

Consumer price index (% at yearend) 3.0 5.0 4.1 4.1 4.0

Population (million) 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.5 10.6

Population (million) (updated) 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.6 10.7

Total gross written premiums 0.80 0.87 0.96 1.02 1.11

of which: Life 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.16

of which: P/C 0.72 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.95

Insurance penetration rate (%) 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8

Insurance Penetration Rate (%) updated 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8

Insurance premiums per capita (TND) 79 85 93 97 105

TND--Tunisian dinar. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Institute of International Finance, Fédération Tunisienne des Sociétés d’Assurance

We view premium growth in the next two years in the mid-single-digit range. Life and health will likely lead growth.

On the downside, we expect premiums to stagnate in property and industrial lines, owing to weakened economic

growth prospects.

Operating Performance: Underwriting Performance Could Weaken On Stiffening
Competition

Improved regulatory and supervisory frameworks enabled underwriting results to reach more stable levels over the

past decade. However, the three markets show differing earnings profiles:

• Improving profitability in motor and industrial risks generally drives insurers' operating performance in Algeria.

But the growing pricing competition from privately-owned companies might fuel pressure on underwriting

results.

• In Morocco, underwriting profitability has been positive for the last two years, mostly thanks to motor business.

However, the bulk of earnings stemmed from investment results, which means that earnings potential hinges on

fluctuating market conditions.

• After significant reserve run-offs in Tunisia, which had improved underwriting results from 2007 onward,

underwriting earnings might be more uneven since buffers have declined, while investment market volatility raises

uncertainty about potential earnings.

Algeria: Sound underwriting performances may decline slightly owing to increasing competition from

privately owned-companies

Based on reported figures, we view the aggregate underwriting performance of insurers in Algeria as sound (see table

4). In recent years, the sector posted sound combined ratios, both overall and by business line.
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Table 4

Algeria: Operating Performance Statistics

(Mil. DZD) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total gross written premiums 46,542 53,630 67,629 77,339 81,713

Technical result N.A. 6,931 9,137 8,143 4,558

Financial result N.A. 2,512 2,379 2,600 3,080

Technical + financial result N.A. 9,443 11,516 10,743 7,638

Net income 2,488 1,227 4,412 5,539 8,999

Net income/GWP (%) 5.3 2.3 6.5 7.2 11.0

P/C: estimated net combined ratio (%) N.A. 81.1 78.9 83.8 90.9

DZD--Algerian dinar. N.A.--Not available. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Algerian Finance Ministry (Direction des Assurances), National Insurance

Council.

Investment results contribute positively to the sector's earnings, as decreasing investment yields are likely to be offset

by an increasing asset base. Still, in a country where the stock exchange is at early stages of development, with only

10 companies listed, investment income is generally low. Sovereign debt and deposits dominate, producing low

interest rates. This puts emphasis on underwriting earnings, which have been supported by the predominance of

state-backed companies and stringent price increases in the past. Nevertheless, we foresee sources of pressure on

underwriting earnings given the increasing number of private companies that are likely to compete increasingly to

gain market share.

Morocco: Improved underwriting profitability

Underwriting profitability has strengthened in recent years, as market practices improved in terms of underwriting

and pricing, following market consolidation, in our view, thus translating into a gradual decrease in combined ratios

(see table 5).

Table 5

Morocco: Operating Performance Statistics

(MAD million) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total gross written premiums 14,733 17,670 19,747 20,920 21,873

Technical result (2,968) (745) (353) 22 293

Financial result 4,341 10,370 4,331 3,916 5,682

Technical + financial result 1,373 9,625 3,978 3,938 5,975

Net income 961 8,188 3,099 3,080 3,814

Net income/GWP (%) 6.5 46.3 15.7 14.7 17.4

P/C: estimated net combined ratio (%) 122.2 103.0 101.1 96.9 95.7

MAD--Moroccan dirham. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, (Moroccan Ministry of Economics and Finance (Direction des assurances et de la prévoyance

sociale).

We view improving market practices as one factor leading to improved combined ratios thanks to better pricing and

risk selection. In the past 10 years, the Moroccan market has witnessed insurer takeovers as a result of insufficient

risk controls and weak balance sheets. The regulator forced mergers, formalized the national insurance code in

2002, introduced further compliance rules (such as solvency reports), and required reserve reinforcements.

Strong financial results have sustained earnings historically, as the sector took advantage of booming investment

markets. Insurers have reaped high investment returns on their large exposure to equities in the past. Still, this

exposure leaves net income sensitive to equity market volatility.
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Underwriting performance in the coming years should continue to improve, in our view, driven by tighter claims

management and increasing volumes. Introduction of new compulsory lines might, however, increase competition

among players, which could compromise their efforts to strengthen underwriting results.

Tunisia: Decreasing profitability in motor weakens technical results

Insurers' gross results have been increasingly volatile since 2009 due to large industrial claims and decreasing

profitability in motor (see table 6). We estimate that the motor combined ratio stood at about 100% in 2010, versus

98% in 2009 and 96% in 2008. This reflects, in our view, lower reserve run-off impact after important reserve

releases from 2007, when the regulator introduced a claims scale for bodily injury claims. In 2011 the sector

witnessed a steep increase in claims experience, due to riot related claims. We believe the impact of these claims was

between 20 and 25 percentage points of the gross combined ratio.

On the upside, life profitability is improving steadily. Its contribution to total results is growing, on the back of

highly profitable creditor term life and savings. This should, in our view, partly mitigate likely lower operating

performance in P/C in the coming years.

Table 6

Tunisia: Operating Performance Statistics

(Mil. TND) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total gross written premiums 795.8 872.1 955.6 1017.0 1109.2

Technical result (27.7) 10.1 55.1 38.6 (7.4)

Financial result 56.9 69.1 77.0 86.9 109.1

Technical + financial result 29.2 79.3 132.1 125.5 101.7

Net income 29.7 68.1 117.1 129.4 107.7

Net income/GWP (%) 3.7 7.8 12.3 12.7 9.7

P/C: estimated net combined ratio (%) 105.3 98.6 91.4 92.7 98.9

TND--Tunisian dinar. P/C--Property/casualty. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Tunisian Federation of Insurance Companies.

Until 2010, steady investment results have also contributed substantially to enhance net income, because insurers

had mostly invested in government bonds and local securities that performed well. However, increasing financial

market volatilities might dampen net income.

Capital Adequacy: Economic Capital Needs And Estimated Capital Surpluses
Differ From One Country To Another

We believe Maghreb insurers present contrasting levels of capital adequacy, based on our risk-adjusted capital

adequacy criteria. In general, credit, counterparty, and market risks form the bulk of capital charges, followed by

non-life risks.

The majority of capital charges in the region are likely to stem from asset-side risks, and particularly market risk. In

Morocco and Tunisia this reflects insurers' high exposure to local equities, while for Algeria it denotes exposure to

unlisted equities and property (property accounts for 15% of total invested assets). Non-life risks are the second

largest capital consumers, accounting for more than 20% of total required capital. Diversification benefits are

restrained as well in our risk-based framework, due to little P/C diversification from motor and the low weight of

life business.
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Algeria: Capital adequacy appears comfortable given insurers' currently reported risks

Regulatory required capital for insurers in Algeria is based on nominal amounts depending on the type of business

underwritten but not on volumes. The high levels set, compared with the small size of many market players,

translate into what we view as an overall good aggregate solvency ratio for the sector (see table 7). According to our

risk-based capital model, we estimate that Algerian insurers' current capital adequacy levels are comfortable with

regard to reported incurred risks. Credit and counterparty risk appear to be one of the largest capital consumers.

Most insurers focus investments on government bonds and deposits--representing 43% and 32% of invested assets,

respectively, in 2010.

Table 7

Algeria: Capital Adequacy Statistics

(DZD million) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total shareholders' equity N.A. 55,604 64,277 86,152 96,535

Total invested assets N.A. 77,337 93,661 113,880 138,128

Technical reserves 53,617 60,358 72,847 83,756 87,769

Total gross written premiums 46,542 53,630 67,629 77,339 81,713

Total net written premiums 31,014 36,612 43,374 51,625 50,253

Reinsurance utilization (%) 33.4 31.7 35.9 33.2 38.5

Total shareholders' equity/NWP (%) N.A. 151.9 148.2 166.9 192.1

Total shareholders' equity/total invested assets (%) N.A. 71.9 68.6 75.7 69.9

Total shareholders' equity/technical reserves (%) N.A. 92.1 88.2 102.9 110.0

DZD--Algerian dinar. N.A.--Not available. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Algerian Finance Ministry (Direction des Assurances), National Insurance Council.

Morocco: Exposure to equities weighs on capital adequacy

The Moroccan Ministry of Economics and Finance insurance department, the "Direction des Assurances et de la

Prévoyance Social" encourages insurers to hold 1.5x the minimum capital requirement under Solvency I. Still, we

think that the Moroccan insurance sector could experience some decreases in capital if a risk-based solvency

framework is put in place, given its exposure to market risk through local equities, representing nearly 44.5% of

total invested assets at book value in 2010 (excluding mutual funds invested in bonds; see table 8).

Table 8

Morocco: Capital Adequacy Statistics

(MAD million) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total shareholders' equity 12,398 20,285 23,269 25,213 27,807

Total invested assets 66,192 79,604 84,607 95,681 101,666

Technical reserves 69,828 77,163 81,064 90,742 96,618

Total gross written premiums 14,733 17,670 19,747 20,920 21,740

Total net written premiums 12,452 15,294 16,217 18,623 19,326

Reinsurance utilization (%) 15.5 13.4 17.9 10.9 11.1

Total shareholders' equity/NWP (%) 99.6 132.6 143.5 135.4 143.9

Total shareholders' equity/total invested assets (%) 18.7 25.5 27.5 26.4 27.4

Total shareholders' equity/technical reserves (%) 17.8 26.3 28.7 27.8 28.8

MAD--Moroccan dirham. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Moroccan Ministry of Economics and Finance (Direction des assurances et de la prévoyance sociale).
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Tunisia: Investment market volatility may threaten insurers' financial strength

The revision of the local insurance code in 2006 has resulted in stricter supervision and higher capital requirements

for Tunisian insurers (see table 9). As in Morocco, if a risk-based solvency framework is put in place, asset-related

risks could drag down capital adequacy ratios, in our opinion. We estimate insurers' equity exposure at 21% of

total investments.

Tunisia's political transition in 2011 resulted in a drop in equity markets, which in turn has reduced the sector's

unrealized gains position. Credit risk has also steeply increased, in our view due to lower average ratings on bonds

in Tunisian insurers' fixed income portfolios following the downgrade of Tunisia, in which insurers heavily invest.

These factors are likely to adversely affect insurers' capital surpluses under a risk-adjusted framework.

Table 9

Tunisia: Capital Adequacy Statistics

(TND million) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total shareholders' equity 273 291 442 522 561

Total invested assets 1,393 1,645 2,005 2,243 2,495

Technical reserves 1,499 1,678 1,821 2,046 2,283

Total gross written premiums 796 872 956 1,017 1109.2

Total net written premiums 636 699 762 816 909.2

Reinsurance utilization (%) 20.1 19.9 20.2 19.8 18.8

Total shareholders' equity/NWP (%) 43.0 41.6 58.0 64.0 61.7

Total shareholders' equity/total invested assets (%) 19.6 17.7 22.1 23.3 22.5

Total shareholders' equity/technical reserves (%) 18.2 17.3 24.3 25.5 24.6

TND--Tunisian dinar. Sources: Standard & Poor's, Tunisian Federation of Insurance Companies.

There's Room For Growth For The Maghreb's Insurers Over The Long Run

We see growth potential in the coming years in the Algerian, Moroccan, and Tunisian insurance markets. Our

opinion reflects increasing insurance needs for life and health products, as well as personal lines of business as home

insurance, which are still largely underdeveloped. Still, the weak economic environment in the European Union and

the slowing recovery in Tunisia might put temporarily put the brakes on growth.
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